Simulation plays important roles in experimenting with, understanding, and evaluating the performance of cooperative robotic systems. Typically, simulation-based studied of robotic systems are conducted in the computer, without involving any real system components. This paper presents a new hybrid approach to simulation that allows real robots as well as robot models to work together in a simulation-based virtual environment. This capability of robot-in-the-loop simulation effectively bridges conventional simulation and real system execution, augmenting them to constitute an incremental study and measurement process. It is especially useful for large-scale cooperative robotic systems whose complexity and scalability severely limit experimentation in a physical environment using real robots. We present architecture for this simulation-based virtual environment that, together with an incremental study process and associated experimental frames, can support systematic analysis of cooperative robotic systems. An example of robotic convoy is provided. Some measurement metrics are developed and simulation results are described. An experimental setup for robot-in-theloop simulation is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
sensors, real actuators, or real robots. Our research, by taking a hybrid approach, allows real robots as well as robot models to be studied together in a simulation-based virtual environment. It also emphasizes the continuous transition from simulation-based study to real robot execution.
The concept of virtual environment is usually associated with the technology of virtual reality (VR) [20, 4] , which has been applied to various areas such as simulation of manufacturing plants, the planning of robotic workcells, and robot teleoperation systems [23, 11] . While the research on VR mainly deals with the interaction with human operators, our work focuses on the interaction between robots and the virtual environment. The following research work is related to our research from this perspective. Komoriya and Tani [17] developed a system that allows a single real robot to be tested and experimented in a virtual environment. This serves the purpose to avoid any damages that may happen during the process of testing and refining the control logic of the robot. Wang [26] proposed a simulation environment that allows a real robot to be integrated into distributed robotic system simulation, thus making the simulation more realistic. The work of RAVE [9] developed a simulation environment that supports simulated robots to interact with real robots and the ability to place virtual sensors on real robots to augment or experiment with their performance. Our research extends these works by allowing one or multiple real robots to interact with a virtual environment and to communicate and cooperate with robot models. A well-defined architecture and an incremental study process have been developed to support the study of cooperative robotic systems in a systematic way.
This research is an extension to our previous work on a "model continuity" software development methodology for distributed real-time systems [14, 16] . In general, model continuity refers to the ability to transition as much as possible of a model specification through the stages of a development process. Our work on model continuity has focused on the transition from designed models to the final software in a systematic way. Model continuity allows the decision making models of a distributed real-time system to be tested incrementally, and then deployed to a distribute environment for execution. It supports a design and test process having 4 steps: 1) Centralized simulation to analyze the system under test within a model of the environment linked by abstract sensor/actuator interfaces on a single computer. 2) Distributed simulation, in which models are deployed to the real network that the system will be executed on and simulated by distributed real-time simulators. 3) Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation, in which the environment model is simulated by a DEVS real-time simulator on one computer while the control model under test is executed by a DEVS real-time execution engine on the real hardware. 4) Real execution, in which a real-time execution engine executes the control model that interacts with the real environment through the earlier sensor/actuator interfaces that have been appropriately instantiated. Model continuity limits the possibility of design discrepancy along the development process, thus increases the confidence that the final system realizes the specification as desired.
Furthermore, it makes the design process easier to manage since continuity between models of different design stages is retained. This methodology, when applied to distributed robotic system, greatly eases the transition from simulation-based study to real robot implementation [15] .
The "model continuity" methodology and the research presented in this paper are based on the DEVS (Discrete Event System Specification) modeling and simulation framework [28] . The DEVS formalism is derived from generic dynamic systems theory and has been applied to both continuous and discrete phenomena.
It provides a formal modeling and simulation (M&S) framework with well-defined concepts of coupling of components, and hierarchical modular model construction. DEVS has been operationalized to serve as a practical simulation and execution tool in a variety of implementations [8, 7, 27] .
DEVS M&S supports two kinds of DEVS models: atomic model and coupled model. Atomic models are the basic components. Coupled models have multiple sub-components and can be constructed in a hierarchical way.
An atomic model is defined as:
where X is the set of input values.
S is a set of states.
Y is the set of output values.
→ S is the external transition function, where Q ∈ {(s,e) | s ∈  S, 0 ≤ e ≤ ta(s)} is the total state set, e is the time elapsed since last transition,
X
b denotes the collection of bags over X (sets in which some elements may occur more than once). and the coupling specification that defines the connections between models.
An atomic model may start an Activity, which is a concept initially introduced by RT-DEVS for real-time systems specification [12] . A DEVS activity can be any kind of computation task. It belongs to an atomic model and may return computational results to the atomic model. If an activity returns results to an atomic model, the result will be put on a reserved input port (the "outputFromActivity" port) as an external event and then be processed by the model's external transition function. In this research, activities are used to model or represent robots' sensors and actuators. More information about different kinds of sensor/actuator activities can be found in section 3.1.2.
A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT FOR ROBOTIC SYSTEMS
The effectiveness of this simulation-based virtual environment is supported by a well-defined architecture, an incremental study process, and by integrating experimental frames to specify metrics for performance measurement. Next we present these three aspects respectively.
Architecture of the Simulation-based Virtual Environment
Robotic systems can be viewed as a particular form of real-time systems that monitor, respond to, or control, an external environment. This environment is connected to the computer system through sensors, actuators, and other input-output interfaces [24] . A robotic system from this point of view consists of sensors, actuators and the decision-making unit. A cooperative robotic system is composed of a collection of robots that communicate with each other and interact with an environment.
This view of robotic systems suggests a basic architecture for the simulation-based virtual environment that we developed: an environment model and a collection of robot models, which include decision-making models, sensors, and actuators. The environment model represents the real environment within which a robotic system will be executed. Figure 1 shows such a setup where one real mobile robot works with a virtual environment. In this example, the mobile robot uses its virtual sensors to get sensory input from the virtual environment and uses its real motor interface to move the robot. As a result, this real robot moves in a physical space based on the sensory input from a virtual environment. Within this virtual environment, the robot "sees" virtual obstacles that are simulated by computers and makes decisions based on those inputs. Meanwhile, virtual robots (robot models) can also be added into the environment so the real robot can sense them and communicate/coordinate with them. This capability of robot-in-the-loop simulation brings simulation-based study one-step closer to the reality.
Furthermore, for large-scale cooperative robotic systems that include hundreds of robots, it makes it possible to conduct system-wide tests and measurements without waiting for all real robots to be available. In this later case, the rest of robots can be provided by the simulation-based virtual environment.
Synchronization between real robots and the virtual environment
issue that needs to be resolved: the sync l counterpart, HIL (hardware-in-the-loop) sensors/actuator Acti record robot's movement and then synchronize with the environment model.
Including real robots into simulation-based study brings an important hronization between real robots and the virtual environment. For example, in Figure 1 , when the decisionmaking model issues a moving command, the real robot will move a distance in the physical space. This position change needs to be updated by the virtual environment too. For this purpose, each real robot has a virtual counterpart in the virtual environment. When a real robot moves, the position of its virtual counterpart will be updated. Thus synchronization between the real robot and the virtual environment is actually the synchronization between the real robot and its virtual counterpart.
To synchronize a real robot and its virtua vities (HILActivities) have been developed. Different from a sensor/actuator abstractActivity that is coupled to the virtual environment and different from a real sensor/actuator interface RTActivity that interacts with a real environment, a sensors/actuator HILActivity is a combination of both. It drives the real sensor/actuator to interact with a real environment, while in the meantime is coupled to the environment model. This allows the real robot to send messages to the environment model to achieve synchronization. For the example shown in Figure 1 , a motor HILActivity drives the robot to move a distance. When the desired distance is reached 1 , a moveComplete message will be triggered by the motor and will be captured by the motor HILActivity. The motor HILActivity then sends a message to the environment model, which updates the position of the virtual counterpart of the real robot based on the received moving parameter. We note that this approach does not count the error of the robot's motion, thus as time proceeds this error will accumulate. A more advanced synchronization mechanism may be developed by using a separated monitoring system to track the motion of real robots. It then updates the information, such as the distance and time of a robot's movement, to the environment model to synchronize them. This is the approach taken by [17] where an overhead camera is used to This is especially critical when a real robot makes decisions in a timely fashion. For example, a robot may monitor the change of a sensory input within a time window, saying 10 seconds, to make a decision. In order for the robot to make a "correct" decision, the simulation of the virtual environment should run at the same speed of the world clock time. Our previous work on real-time simulation and distributed simulation has developed several techniques to address this time synchronization problem between simulation and the real world [6, 7] .
From Robot Model To Real Robot -An Incremental Study Process
conventional simulation-based study to form an incremental study process. This st steps: conventional simulation, robot-in-the loop simulation, and real robot execution. Figure 2 illustrates this process by considering a system with two robots.
The first step is conventional simulation, where all components are models that are simulated by fast-mode or real-time simulators on one computer. As show model). Couplings between two robots can be added so they can communicate to each other. This conventional way of simulation has the most flexibility because all components are models so different configurations can be easily applied to study the system under development. HIL actuator. Through virtual sensor, it gets sensory input from the virtual environment. Using HIL actuator, it interacts with a real environment (the real environment is not shown in the figure) and also synchronizes with the virtual environment. In robot-in-the-loop simulation, robot models and the virtual environment are simulated on a computer; the model that controls the real robots runs on the real robot. The couplings between the two robots are maintained the same, so the real and virtual robots can interact with each other in the same way as that in the first step. However here the real commutation actually happens across a network. As mentioned before, since real robots are involved in the simulation, robot-in-the-loop simulation needs to run in a real-time fashion.
The final step is the real system study, where all real robots run in a real environment. These robots use real sensors and actuators (RTActivities). They communicate in the same way as that from the first two steps because the couplings between them are not changed through the process. Since all measurement results of this step direc y (time saving and cost saving) of the measurement decreases and the fidelity (loyal to th
Metrics and analysis play important roles in simulation-based study. To support systematic analysis of a robotic system under development, the simulation-based virtual environment includes experimental frames [28] as e conditions within which the system
• ication of the data summarization functions and the measures to be employed to provide ess-of-fit criteria, and error accuracy bound.
(or its model), the four impl tly from the real system, they have the most fidelity. However, they are also most costly and time consuming to be collected.
This incremental simulation-based study process establishes an operational procedure to measure and evaluate cooperative robotic systems. As the process proceeds, the flexibility (easy to setup different experiments) and productivit e reality) of the measurement increases.
Specify Measurement Metrics Using Experimental Frame
important components. An experimental frame (EF) is a specification of th is observed or experimented. In DEVS-based modeling and simulation framework, an experimental frame is realized as a system that interacts with the source system, or System Under Test (SUT), to obtain the data of interest under specified conditions. It consists of four major subsections:
• input stimuli: specification of the class of admissible input time-dependent stimuli. This is the class from which individual samples will be drawn and injected into the model or system under test for particular experiments.
• control: specification of the conditions under which the model or system will be initialized, continued under examination, and terminated. • analysis: specification of means by which the results of data collection in the frame will be analyzed to arrive at final conclusions. The data collected in a frame consists of pairs of input/output time functions.
When an experimental frame is realized as a system to interact with the SUT specifications become components of the driving system. For example, a generator of output time functions ements the class of input stimuli. This process includes three lines of development and integration: the models/system that will be tested and measured; the experimental frames that specify the measurement; and the methods that are employed to carry out the measurement. The process starts from the system specification that is formulated as DEVS expressible formalisms. The system specification is further divided into two specifications: the design specification that guides the development of models/system, and the measurement specification that guides the development of experimental frames. Three methods, corresponding to three stages of study, are used to carry out the measurement incrementally. These methods are conventional simulation, virtual environment-based simulation, and real time execution. Similarly, three types of experimental frames exist: EF for model world study, EF for virtual world study, and EF for real world study. Techniques are under development to derive experimental frame development from the measurement specification in automated or semi-automated ways.
To develop experimental frames for large-scale robotic systems, several more steps can be added to match the system's development evolution starting from a single robot, to small team, to large team, to combined real and virtual robots, and to the final system with all real robots. The strategy is to categorize expe veral groups that correspond to the levels of measurement. For example, for a cooperative robotic system that include a large number (saying 1000) of homogeneous mobile robots, the following experimental frames can be developed.
1. EF for developmental testing of single robot -focus on achieving correct behavioral logic of control models within a single robot; derive EF tests from logical specifications in semi-automated manner. Tests are intended to provide coverage of all input/output sequences apt to occur when the robot is embedded in real 2.
nner. In addition, component-level measures of performance are defined and collected by the 3.
asis shifts from I/O testing to collecting holistic measurement data that can 4.
ious step.
le evaluation of
R
This simulation-based virtual environment has supported the development of a scalable robot convoy system.
Below we describe the model of this system, some measurement metrics and simulation results, and an
System Description and Model

environment.
EF for developmental testing of small robotic team -focus on achieving correct interplay among small robotic team compositions (e.g., sizes 2-5); derive EF tests from robot interaction protocols in semiautomated ma EF in observing a robotic team.
EF for operational testing of large robotic team -focus is on both behavior and performance of moderate to full-scale robotic team compositions (e.g., sizes 6-1000). EFs are based on scenarios that are expected to occur in real applications. Emph be employed for diagnosis of problems and to assess overall task effectiveness.
EF for operational testing of large robotic team with hybrid real and virtual robots -focus on achieving correct behavior of real robots and verifying system's performance in a hybrid environment. EFs are based on real robot scenarios as well as the EFs from the operational testing in the prev 5. EF for operational testing of final system-Full-scale system in real environment reduces level of experimental control to infrequent interventions to steer system toward desired modes. Concomitantly, emphasis shifts further to collecting significant and detailed measurement data to enab overall system effectiveness in after action review.
OBOT CONVOY: A CASE STUDY EXAMPLE
experimental setup of robot-in-the-loop simulation for this system. This robot convoy system consists of an indefinite number of robots, say N robots (N>1). These robots are in a line formation where each robot (except the leader and the ender) has a front neighbor and a back neighbor. The robots used in this system are car type mobile robots with wireless communication capability. They can move rward/backward and rotate around the center, and have whisker sensors and infrared sensors [21, 22] .
y system is to maintain the coherence of the line formation and to synchronize robots' movements. Synchronization means a robot cannot move forward if its "front" robot doesn't move, and it has to wait if its "back" robot doesn't catch up. To serve this purpose, synchronization messages are passed between a robot and its neighbors. To achieve coherence of the line formation, the moving parameters of a "front" robot are passed back to its immediate back robot. This allows the back robot to plan its movement accordingly based on its front robot's movement. The system has no global communication and coordination as one objective is to study how global behavior may be achieved by using localized sensing and communication. their own sensory inputs. Specifically, a robot first "predicts" where its front robot is and turns to that direction.
System Model
It then moves forward (or backward) to "catch" its front robot. After that it may go through an "adjust" process to make sure that it follows its front robot. This adjust process is necessary because noise and variance exist during a movement so a robot may not reach the desired position and direction after a movement. During adjustment, a robot "scans" around until it finds its front robot. Then it sends out a synchronization message to "inform" its front and back neighbors. Thus a robot actually goes through a basic "predict and turn-moveadjust-inform" routine. For example, a robot R i-1 will turn angle α i-1 to the direction of its front robot, move distance d i-1 , and then adjust itself with angle β i-1 to make sure it follows its front robot. Figure 5 shows these moving parameters. an be fou at [15] .
Models of IR Sensor and Motor
The motivation to design the above control logic, especially the "adjust" process, is because there exist significant uncertainty and inaccuracy in the movem t i ends up with a different direction a position P1 and asked to move forward D distance, it will move d distance and stop at position P2.
Furthermore, the direction of the robot is changed and there is an angle difference a between the new direction and original direction. To model this kind of motion uncertainty, two noise factors: distance noise factor (DNF) and angle noise factor (ANF) are developed and implemented using random numbers. The DNF is the ratio of the maximum distance variance as compared to the robot's desired moving distance. The ANF is the ratio of the maximum angle variance as compared to the robot's desired moving distance. For example, if the angle noise factor (ANF) is 0.1 and a robot moves forward 60 units distance, after its movement the robot will have maximum 6 degrees variance from its desired direction. Calculation based on the DNF is similar. Note that this model is a simplified treatment of motion uncertainty. In reality, a robot's movement trajectory is more likely to be the one as shown by the dotted line in Figure 6 (thus the robot will stop at position P3). 
Environment Model
The environment model is responsible to keep track of robots' movement and provides sensor ts includes TimeManage esponding to it. This TimeManager models the time for a robot to finish a movement. The SpaceManager models the moving space, including the dimension, shape and location of the field and the obstacles inside the field. It also updates and keeps track of robots' (x,y) positions and moving directions during simulation. Such tracking is needed to supply robots with the correct sensory data. To update a robot's position and direction, the environment model gets input message, which includes the moving parameters such as speed, distance, and noise factors (DNF and ANF), from the robot's motor abstractActivity. This message is first passed to the TimeManager, which calculates the moving time and delays the message for that period of time, and then to the SpaceManager, which calculates and updates the new position. Notice that in this example we have ignored the dynamics of a movement as we treat each movement as an atomic action so the positions and directions of robots are updated discretely. With these models, simulations were run and a graphic user interface was developed to show robots' movements. Figure 8 shows two snapsho ith 30 robots within a field surrounded by walls (no obstacles inside). These simulations show that robots will not follow the exact track of the leader robo ts of a robotic convoy system w t. But they are able to follow their immediate front robots, thus forming a coherent team from a global point of view.
(1) 
Measurement Metrics and
Follow the roadmap described in section 3.3, experimental frames can be developed to study this robotic convoy system. These experimental frames consist of three kinds of models. The generator models that represent the acy in the convoy example -this puts out an
Simulation Results
real world environment, e.g., the representation of motion inaccur error in the intended motion to an input command mimicking what the real floor does to the real robots. The transducer models that define the metrics used to measure team behavior. Some metrics are defined below. The acceptor models that specify the control employed on the experimentation, e.g., a way of stopping the experiment when the convoy breaks up entirely. Although detailed implementations of these experimental frames are still under development, a group of measurement metrics has been developed. Below we describe these metrics and present some simulation results based on them.
Convoy Speed and Number of Adjustment
The convoy speed of the robot team and the number of adjustment of each robot are among the most obvi us results that can be obtained from simulation-based study. Both of them can be viewed as metrics for the etrics are correlated to each other: the larger the number of adju t's actual position, direction (angle) and its desi d position and direction. This difference is affected by the variance of movement in real execution, which ANF as described above. On the other hand, even though variance exists, this system can verage is used as an indicator for the convoy system's formation coherence: the smaller the error is, the more coherent the convoy system is. Formula (4) - (7) shows how the average position error can be o system's performance. In fact, these two m stment, the slower the convoy speed. Since robots move in a coordinated way, we define the convoy speed as the speed of the leader robot. This can be calculated by dividing the moving distance by the simulation time.
The number of adjustment can be obtained directly from each robot.
Formation Coherence
Due to motion inaccuracy, there exists difference between a robo re is modeled by DNF and still conduct the convoy with some level of formation coherence. This is because an "adjust process" has been implemented that allows robots to adjust their positions/directions based on the feedback from its infrared sensors. Apparently the level of formation coherence is affected by the variance of movement. If this variance increases significantly, even though an adjust process exists, the system will fail to maintain its formation coherence.
To study this problem, we calculate each robot's position error (or position differences) under the effect of distance noise factor (DNF) and angle noise factor (ANF) and then derive the average position error of the whole team. This a calculated. In these formulas, D is the desired distance between robots and N is the total number of robot. In case the formation is broken, saying robot R i lose itself, E i (t) will increase continuously, making the average error E(t) increase too. Note that the desired position (x i-desired , y i-desired ) of R i is calculated from its front robot R i-1 's position. Since relative values are used, systems with different formation shapes may result in the same position errors. Figure 11 shows some position errors rage e2 =35.7, and average3 =36.6. These data show that the p n the nois rs. Although more analysis is needed to reach any quantitative conclusion, we can say that this system is insensitive to the noises as long as they are within a safe boundary. This is because the system impalements an adjust process that allows robots to adjust themselves based on the feedback from their IR sensors.
Scalability
Scalability refers to the ability of a system to maintain its quality as the scale of the system increases. To study scalability, we can change the number of robots and run simulation to see how that aff when the number of robots equals to 10, 20, 30, and 40 (with DNF =0.1 and ANF =0.08). It shows that the average position error increases as the number of robot increases. If this trend holds true with more robots, the system is not scalable in the sense that it will eventually break as more robots are added into the system. 
An Experiment Using Robot-in-the-Loop Simulation
The data presented in the last section are from simulations that do not involve real robots. Experiments and analysis can also be conducted by using robot-in-the-loop simulation. Figure 12 shows an experimental setup that includes two real robots, Robot_k and Robot_k+1. These two robots neighbor each other and are physically follows the other. These two robots placed on a floor that is free of obstacles. They are initially lined up so one belongs to a convoy team and stay in the middle of it. The rest of the team is composed of robot models. One interesting aspect of this experiment is that these two robots represent different situations from the configuration point of view. The front real robot needs to follow Robot_k-1, which is a robot model simulated on computer.
The back real robot needs to follow Robot_k, the front real robot. Thus in this experiment, Robot_k (the front real robot) is equipped with virtual IR sensor to gets sensory input from the virtual environment, while Robot_k+1 uses its real IR sensor to track a real robot in the physical environment. Both of them are equipped with HIL Motors to move in the physical environment and to synchronize with the virtual environment. All other robot models use virtual IR sensors and virtual motors. Quantitative results from this robot-in-the-loop simulation are still under collection and analysis. In the meantime, a movie [19] was recorded to qualitatively show how the two real robots work together with robot models. In this movie, four robots are used, among which the second and third ones are real robots. Other configurations are similar to Figure 12 described above. This movie includes two windows. One window shows the movements of two real robots. The other window shows the movem h the second and third models are the counterparts of two real robots. Thus the second and third robot models' movements are synchronized with the two real robots' movements. For example, as can be seen in the movie, when a real robot moves backward (because it is too close to its front robot), the counterpart of this real robot in the simulation window moves backward too. This movie clearly demonstrates the coordination between the real robots and robot models. It also shows that the behaviors of these two real robots are comparable to those observed in conventional simulation.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a hybrid approach of simulation that allows real robots as well as virtual ones to be studied together in a simulation-based virtual environment. The simulation architecture was described and an incremental study process, integrated with experimental frames, was proposed. An illustrative example of robotic convoy is described and some simulation results and a recorded movie were provided. The simulation mulation only. However, as a next step of this research, ms. The model continuity methodology and this simulation-based virtual envi data presented in this paper are from conventional si quantitative results from robot-in-the-loop simulation will be collected and analyzed. Comparing the results from conventional simulation and robot-in-the-loop simulation will reveal any potential problems of this simulation architecture and provide valuable information to improve it. Other future work of this research includes developing and implementing experimental frames for the robotic convoy example, and adding more complexities to the system to check if the simulation architecture can handle complex situations. This simulation-based virtual environment was originally developed in the context of mobile robot applications. Thus another future research task is to explore how it can be applied to other robotic applications such as object transportation, and material handling.
This paper has mainly focused on the architecture aspect of the simulation-based virtual environment. While an example is provided to illustrate some of the concepts, we believe the impact of this research reaches beyond the scope of this illustrative example. As the technology of robotic systems advance rapidly, systematic development methods and integrative development environments play more and more important roles in handling the complexity of these syste ronment promise such a systematic way to develop cooperative robotic systems.
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